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Earlier, when we all were talking about PGP keys, I searched how to add key IDs. Unfortunately, we all lack a way of doing it. I had the idea,
that it should be able to generate new IDs from the moment we want to add a key. This works the following way: We first have the key itself:

1b3e9ade. I use a small Python script which reads the ID and a key file from stdin, uses openssl to sign it and saves it back into stdout.
Additionally, I run a command where the script is capturing all stdout and stderr to a file. I have been using this for a while now.

Unfortunately, I found a small bug (in the code). It happens randomly, that the whole process fails and I am getting an error message like
"Error de lente en la conexiÃ³n con la memoria cachÃ©." (I translated that, but it doesn't mean much to me - I don't know Spanish).

Unfortunately, I can't find the bug report right now as I can't recreate the bug. If anybody has a similar Python script or knows about another
way of adding key IDs, I would like to hear from you. Best regards, Christian A: I don't think this is possible without manual effort. "Adding

a new key to a key file is a time-consuming process, which makes sense because if a user wants to revoke a key he will have to do it with
each application that wants to use that key. That means that the user needs to look it up in every application's key database. And that has a

chance to fail because you can't always be sure that the database does contain the key you are looking for. I believe that most key databases
don't contain that key anymore. And even if it does it won't be there for a certain amount of time. If I get my machine rooted I can get a list

of all the keys and their owners that I have access to. Then I revoke the key, resend it and put it back into my key file." I don't think PGP
even supports this. If you're trying to circumvent this though, you need to manually generate new keys and their respective password, assign

them to the user's key database, and update the key files on the user's machines. A: I was able to do this in a proof 3e33713323
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